C[ell]{.smallcaps} cycle progression in all eukaryotes is controlled primarily at the G1/S and G2/M phase transitions by the activity of cyclin-dependent kinases (cdks).^1^ In the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae,* a single cdk, Cdc28, regulates both transitions by associating with different stage-specific cyclins ([@B29]). The G1/S transition, START, constitutes the point of commitment to a new round of cell division. Passage through START requires Cdc28 activation by the G1 cyclins Cln1, 2, and 3 ([@B33]). During progression through S phase and G2/M, Cdc28 is activated by the B-type cyclins Clb1--6. Based on genetic evidence and the timing of expression, particular Clbs are likely to play specific roles either in S phase or G2/M. However, establishing these roles genetically has been difficult since B-type cyclins display partial functional redundancy. Thus, full penetrance of phenotypes associated with loss of Clb activity can only be observed in strains with multiple *CLB* deletions ([@B46]; [@B12]; [@B34]; [@B41]).

Successful cell duplication depends on a precise sequence of events in the cell cycle ([@B2]; [@B21]). Progression through START triggers initiation of DNA replication, bud emergence, and spindle pole body (SPB) duplication. After DNA replication is completed, one SPB migrates to the other side of the nucleus, resulting in generation of a short intranuclear spindle. Then, the nucleus migrates to the bud neck with the spindle oriented along the mother-bud axis in a process that requires cytoplasmic microtubules and motor proteins ([@B16]; [@B31]; [@B45]; [@B9]; [@B22]; [@B49]; [@B5]; [@B6]). This process is followed by spindle elongation and nuclear division. The spindle finally disassembles coincident with cytokinesis.

Genetic analysis has implicated Clb function in spindle assembly. Strains containing multiple *CLB* deletions (e.g., *clb1-4*Δ*, clb3-5*Δ) fail to form a bipolar spindle, and arrest with a 2C DNA content ([@B46]; [@B12]; [@B41]). The relative requirement of individual Clbs in the various aspects of the spindle pathway, however, has not been precisely determined because of the partial redundancy of Clb function.

As an alternative way to reveal specific roles for individual B-type cyclins, strains carrying *cdc28^ts^* alleles in combination with different *clb^−^* disruption alleles were studied. Since cdk activity is already compromised at the permissive temperature, the resulting strains were expected to be more sensitive to the absence of the individual Clbs. We chose to concentrate on *CLB5* and *CLB6*, with the long-term goal of designing a genetic screen to identify targets of the S-phase form of the kinase. Clb5 and Clb6 are B-type cyclins required for efficient DNA replication. Expression of these cyclins peaks at the G1/S boundary and activation of Clb5-dependent kinase has been shown to occur as cells initiate DNA synthesis ([@B8]; [@B41]; [@B40]).

Here we describe a novel phenotype associated with loss of Clb5 function under limiting cdk activity. The phenotype implicates Clb5, and to lesser extent Clb6, in early events in the spindle pathway, ultimately ensuring proper coordination between preanaphase spindle positioning and nuclear division.

Materials and Methods {#MaterialsMethods}
=====================

Yeast Strains, Genetic Procedures, Media, and Growth Conditions
---------------------------------------------------------------

All strains used in this study were isogenic derivatives of BF-264-15Daub: ***a***, *ade1*, *his2*, *leu2-3*,*112*, *trp1-1^a^*, *ura3Dns* ([@B33]) containing, in addition, a nonreverting allele of *ARG4* ([@B8]). Strains carrying a *cdc28-4* allele ([@B23]) in combination with *CLB* deletions were obtained as progeny of a cross between MY1 (*cdc28-4*, *ade1*, *his2*, *leu2-3*,*112*, *trp1-1^a^*, *ura3Dns*, *arg4*) and one of the following: RBY2 (***a***, *ade1*, *his2*, *leu2-3*,*112*, *trp1-1^a^*, *ura3Dns*, *arg4 clb5*:: *ARG4 clb6*::*ADE1*; [@B1]), YH135 (***a*** *clb2*::*LEU2*), or YS118 (***a*** *clb3*::*TRP1*, *clb4*::*HIS2*; [@B34]). The relevant genotypes of the strains used in this study are listed in Table [I](#TI){ref-type="table"}.

Yeast cultures were grown at 23°C unless indicated. Yeast media and genetic procedures were according to [@B43]. Gene disruptions were performed by the one-step method ([@B36]). Strains expressing the *GFP*:*TUB1* fusion under the control of the *HIS3* promoter were constructed by transformation with pAFS91 linearized at the unique StuI site ([@B44]).

Quantitative mating assays were performed as follows. In brief, 2 ml of 5 × 10^6^ cell/ml **a** Leu^+^ and αTrp^+^ cultures were mixed and filtered onto 47-mm 0.45-μm GN-6 Metricel membranes (Gelman Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI). Filters were then placed on YEPD plates and incubated for 5 h. Cells were eluted from the filter into 1 M sorbitol, were briefly sonicated, and serial dilutions were plated by duplicates on single dropout plates (−LEU or −TRP) to score parental haploids, or double dropouts (−LEU *−*TRP) to score for diploid colonies. Dilutions yielding between 30 and 300 colonies were counted after 4 d at room temperature. Results were normalized to the frequency of zygote formation monitored microscopically.

Suppression of diploid *cdc28-4 clb5* lethality by B-type cyclins expressed under the control of the *GAL1* promoter was tested as follows. Homozygous *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids were obtained in the presence of YEp24-CLB5 to ensure viability. After transformation with plasmids expressing each cyclin to be tested under the *GAL1* promoter, transformants were grown overnight in rich galactose-containing medium to allow spontaneous loss of the *CLB5* plasmid. Cells were then plated to obtain individual colonies on galactose plates, followed by replica-plating to selective plates to score the plasmid marker (*URA3*), YEPDextrose, and YEPGalactose to verify that viability was galactose-dependent for Ura^−^ colonies.

Plasmids
--------

YIpG2CLB2, YIpG2CLB4, and YIpG2CLB6 are integrative plasmids carrying *CLB2*, *CLB4*, or *CLB6* open reading frames under the control of the *GAL1* promoter, respectively ([@B19]). Plasmids were linearized at the unique BstEII site before transformation. pMST57 and pMSL42 contained the *GAL1* promoter fused to the *CLB5* open reading frame as a 2-kb EcoRI-SalI fragment into YIplac128 or YIplac204 ([@B13]), respectively. Plasmids were linearized using the unique EcoRV before transformation.

YEp24-CDC28, YEp24-CLB5 (not including *CLB2*), YEp24-CLB3, and YEp24-CLB2 (not including *CLB5*) are library clones isolated by screening a YEp24 library ([@B3]) for plasmids that could suppress the enhanced temperature sensitivity of a *cdc28-4 clb5* strain (M. Segal and S.I. Reed, unpublished data). YEpCLB6/CLB1 contains a 12-kb SalI fragment spanning the *CLB1-CLB6* loci in YEp351. pJH3-45 is a multicopy plasmid carrying the *CLN2* gene ([@B14]). Plasmid pAFS91 encoding a *GFP*:*TUB1* fusion was obtained from A.F. Straight (University of California at San Francisco). pMAT**a**, pMATα plasmids carry a 4.2-kb HindIII fragment of the MAT**a** or MATα genes in pRS315. These plasmids were obtained from T. Galitski and A. Sherman (The Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, MA).

Plasmids for disruption of *BUD3* and *BUD5* were constructed as follows. A 2.7-kb fragment spanning the *BUD3* gene was amplified by PCR and cloned into the pCRII vector (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA). An internal 1.63-kb BglII--ClaI fragment was then replaced by the 1.1-kb BamHI--ClaI fragment containing the *URA3* gene. A 2.86-kb fragment including *BUD5* was amplified by PCR, and was cloned into pCRII. An internal 1.6-kb HpaI--HindIII fragment was then replaced by the HindIII-- SmaI fragment of *URA3*. Plasmid pSK-URA3 containing the 1.1-kb SmaI--HindIII fragment of *URA3* from YEp24 into the HindIII--SmaI sites of pBluescriptSK was the source of the *URA3* fragments used for disruption. Disruptions were confirmed by PCR using primers flanking the site of integration.

Cell Biology Protocols
----------------------

Differential interference contrast (DIC) and fluorescence microscopy of living or fixed cells was performed using an Eclipse E800 microscope (Nikon, Inc., Melville, NY) with a 60× objective. Cell images were captured with a Quantix CCD (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) camera using Iplab Spectrum software (Signal Analytics Co., Vienna, VA). Cell measurements were performed on captured images using the IPlab cursor measuring tool calibrated with a stage micrometer. The distance between the spindle and the bud neck was scored by overlaying the DIC image onto the corresponding spindle image. For microscopy of living cells, parental (*cdc28-4/cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5*) or mutant (*cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5/clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5*) diploids were grown to ∼5 × 10^6^ cells/ml in synthetic galactose medium. Cells were collected by filtration, and were shifted to synthetic dextrose medium for 6 h at 23°C. The cells were then mounted in the same medium for microscopy at room temperature. Images were acquired using 500-ms exposures. Single cells were followed up to 60 min. The focus was manually adjusted throughout the imaging to keep the mitotic spindle fully in focus.

Cell cultures were analyzed for DNA content using flow cytometry as described previously ([@B20]) except that cells were stained using the green nucleic acid stain Sytox (Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR). Nuclei were visualized with DAPI as previously described ([@B27]). Chitin staining was performed as described by [@B32].

Cytology of mating cells was carried out by eluting aliquots from a filter mating assay at 30-min intervals. Living cells were directly mounted for microscopy or fixed for nuclear staining by DAPI. Spindles, and in particular astral microtubules, were observed more effectively in live cells. For double staining, GFP-tubulin--expressing cells were fixed for 30 min at room temperature in 3.7% formaldehyde followed by DAPI staining.

Execution Point
---------------

Parental (***a*** */α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 GAL*:*CLB5*) or mutant *(**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5/clb5 GAL*:*CLB5*) cells grown to early log phase (6 × 10^6^ cells/ml) in YEPGalactose were synchronized by adding 15 μg/ml nocodazole to the culture and incubating for 4 h. Arrest was monitored microscopically. Cells were collected by centrifugation, washed twice in YEPR affinose, and released in the same medium at a density of 5 × 10^6^ cells/ml. At 20-min intervals, aliquots were drawn from the YEPRaffinose culture for plating on YEPGalactose, FACS analysis, and cell counting. At least 1,000 microcolonies emerging on YEPGalactose plates were counted after 15 h at room temperature to score cell viability after reinduction of *CLB5* expression. The percentage of cells that had entered S phase in the YEPR affinose culture was estimated by FACS analysis; the budding index and nuclear positioning were evaluated by scoring a minimum of 200 cells.

Results {#Results}
=======

Genetic Interaction Between cdc28^ts^ Alleles and clb5 or clb6 Mutations
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most *cdc28^ts^* strains undergo a G1 arrest before START when mutant asynchronous cultures are shifted to the restrictive temperature. To detect phenotypes specifically resulting from the absence of the S-phase cyclins Clb5 and 6, strains carrying a *cdc28-4* temperature-sensitive allele in combination with deletions in *CLB5* or *CLB6* were constructed. It was anticipated that use of a temperature-sensitive allele that encodes a cdk already partially defective in kinase activity, even at the permissive temperature, would result in a higher sensitivity to the absence of Clb5 and Clb6 and render deletion of either or both genes more fully penetrant.

We observed that a *clb5* mutation strongly interacted with *cdc28-4* as well as a number of other *cdc28^ts^* alleles. This interaction was reflected by a 5°C increase in temperature sensitivity of the double mutant (data not shown). A *clb6* mutation did not affect the temperature sensitivity of *cdc28-4*, however, it was lethal in combination with the *cdc28-4 clb5* mutations. The additive effect of *clb6* when in combination with the *clb5* mutation was observed for all seven *cdc28^ts^* alleles tested (not shown).

Haploid *cdc28-4 clb5* mutants were viable at the permissive temperature. However, when these mutants were mated with identical mutants of the opposite mating type, the resulting zygotes were inviable. A 1,000-fold decrease in formation of viable diploid colonies was observed between a *cdc28-4 clb5* × *cdc28-4 clb5* and a *cdc28-4* × *cdc28-4 clb5* cross, as determined by a quantitative mating assay at the permissive temperature (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *A*). Zygote formation, however, was not affected (see below). This phenotype was specific for a *cdc28-4 clb5* mutant. Other mutant combinations such as *cdc28-4 clb6*, *cdc28-4 clb3 clb4*, or *cdc28-4 clb2* formed viable homozygous diploid colonies as efficiently as did *cdc28-4* parental cells (not shown).

To determine whether Clb5 is required for diploid viability after mating, a homozygous *cdc28-4 clb5* diploid carrying *CLB5* expressed under the control of the inducible *GAL1* promoter was constructed. This strain grew on galactose-containing medium, but failed to form colonies on dextrose medium (when *CLB5* expression is repressed). This result indicated that the *CLB5* requirement for viability extended beyond the mating process, and reflected a defect in the diploid. Lethality was prevented by plasmids expressing *CLB5* or *CDC28,* and was weakly suppressed by a multicopy plasmid containing *CLB3*. *CLB2* or *CLB6* multicopy plasmids failed to rescue the strain in dextrose medium (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *B*). A multicopy plasmid encoding the G1 cyclin *CLN2* was unable to rescue the mutant diploid (not shown).

Nuclear Positioning in cdc28-4 clb5 Homozygous Diploids
-------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the basis for the observed lethality, *cdc28-4 clb5* homozygous zygotes were stained with the DNA-specific dye DAPI to observe nuclear behavior during mating. It was readily apparent that zygote formation per se was not defective in *cdc28-4 clb5* mutants. Zygotes were produced with comparable efficiency to that observed with parental *cdc28-4* strains (not shown). However, the dynamics of nuclear migration and proper nuclear positioning in the first mitotic division after karyogamy were seriously perturbed. In contrast to *cdc28^ts^* cells in which the nucleus initially remained at the bud neck, and then nuclear division proceeded to give rise to mother and daughter cells, each containing a diploid nucleus (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *A*; *a--c*), the double mutants contained a single nucleus that migrated completely into the bud in ∼80% of budded zygotes (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *A*; *d--f*). In *cdc28-4 clb5* cells the nucleus rarely divided (once in the bud). The same defect was observed in *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* diploids after a 6-h shift of an asynchronous culture from galactose to dextrose medium: 35% of the cells contained a single nucleus fully positioned in the bud (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *B*; *g--l*). Parental *cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5* diploids positioned the nucleus at the neck (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *B*; *a--b*), resulting in correct nuclear division between the mother and daughter cells (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *B*; *c--f*).

Spindle Orientation in cdc28-4 clb5 Homozygous Diploids Before Nuclear Division
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the unperturbed cell cycle, nuclear migration and nuclear division are coordinated to give rise to a mother and a daughter, each containing a single nucleus. The development of the mitotic spindle is central to these processes. As cells progress through START, the spindle pole bodies (SPB; the microtubule organizing center in yeast) are duplicated, and by the time DNA replication is complete, a short intranuclear spindle is generated by SPB separation. The spindle is then positioned at the bud neck, and orients along the mother-bud axis in a process that requires cytoplasmic microtubules and motor proteins ([@B2]; [@B31]; [@B45]; [@B5]; [@B6]). This is followed by spindle elongation concomitant with nuclear division. The spindle finally disassembles coincident with cytokinesis.

To explore the basis for the nuclear migration defect observed in *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids, spindle position was determined in dividing zygotes or vegetatively growing diploids by expressing a fusion between the green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the major α tubulin (the product of the gene *TUB1*) to visualize microtubular structures by fluorescence microscopy in living cells ([@B44]).

In the mutant zygotes, the assembled spindle along with the nucleus migrated into the bud. Spindles were frequently misaligned with respect to the mother-bud axis (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} *A*). The frequency of spindle migration into the bud correlated with the observed frequency of misplaced nuclei.

Homozygous diploid *cdc28 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* cells expressing the *GFP*:*TUB1* construct displayed normal spindle structures in galactose containing medium but, after a 6-h shift to dextrose, accumulated with spindles fully positioned in the bud corroborating the defect observed in mutant zygotes (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} *B*).

Correlation between defects in nuclear and spindle positioning was confirmed by observation of cells expressing the GFP-tubulin construct and stained with DAPI (Table [II](#TII){ref-type="table"}).

Astral Microtubular Function in cdc28-4 clb5 Diploid Cells
----------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the defect in spindle positioning, fluorescence microscopy revealed anomalies in astral microtubules both in dividing zygotes and in vegetatively growing diploid cells. Compared with parental strains in which preanaphase spindles showed a proper position at the neck along with short, straight astral microtubules extending to sites at the cortex of the mother and daughter, the *cdc28-4 clb5* mutants exhibited excessively long astral microtubules that often curved along the cortex surface. In addition, it was striking that deformation of microtubules was associated mostly with those oriented towards the mother cell cortex, while those oriented towards the cortex of the bud remained fairly straight and normal in appearance. Thus, an apparently aberrant microtubule--cortex interaction in the mother cell correlated with the nuclear positioning defect. Such behavior is reminiscent of mutations conferring defects in attachment to the cell cortex and/or processing of microtubules (e.g., *kip3*Δ, *dhc1*Δ, *act5*, *jnm1*). However, in those mutants, nuclei frequently fail to migrate properly, and orient at the bud neck before anaphase, correlating with long curving astral microtubules directed specifically towards the bud rather than the mother cell cortex ([@B4]; [@B5]).

The spindle defect was studied in more detail by time lapse photography of live cells (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Based on observations of at least 30 time lapse series, spindle behavior in the mutant diploids fell into two groups: those in which anaphase did not proceed (94%), and those in which anaphase did occur (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *A*). *cdc28-4 clb5* mutant cells were occasionally capable of correcting spindle position and orientation. However, in most instances, spindles reached an intermediate size without achieving an apparently functional attachment in the mother cell, and remained mispositioned without further movement or elongation.

When short spindles (1--2 μm) are positioned at the bud neck in wild-type preanaphase cells, short movements within the neck are normally seen until alignment is completed ([@B18]). Such movements were observed in parental *cdc28-4* diploids, and were restricted to the vicinity of the neck (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *C*); on occasion, short spindles moved into the bud, but always remained close to the neck. Longer spindles (\>3 μm) of *cdc28-4* cells always extended across the neck with one SPB in the mother and the other in the bud, typical behavior of spindles in wild-type cells. In contrast, *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids exhibited exaggerated spindle movement accompanied by lengthening and curving of astral microtubules extending into the mother cell (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *B*).

Defects in spindle dynamics were also apparent when spindle length and spindle position were correlated in cell populations. In log-phase cultures transferred to dextrose-containing medium for 6 h, parental diploids (*cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5*) mostly had either short metaphase or long late anaphase spindles (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Mean sizes in each class indicated that spindles distributed mainly around 2 μm for short spindles, 4--5 μm for midanaphase, or 10 μm for late anaphase. Instead, diploid *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* cells accumulated with spindles of an intermediate length (3 μm); cells with late anaphase spindles were rare (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *A*). Most spindles in the mutant were positioned well into the bud with a high percentage \>2 μm away from the neck, and were misaligned with respect to the main mother-- daughter axis (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*).

Relative Penetrance of the Nuclear Migration Defect in Haploids and Diploids
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, *cdc28-4 clb5* haploids were viable and displayed an increased temperature sensitivity compared with parental *cdc28-4* cells. Since Clb5 and Clb6 are usually regarded as a pair of redundant S-phase cyclins, the relative contribution of Clb6 for haploid viability was tested by constructing a haploid *cdc28-4 clb5 clb6 GAL1*: *CLB5* strain. Deletion of *CLB6* resulted in lethality on dextrose medium and accumulation of large budded cells with 58% of spindles positioned in the bud (not shown), indicating that *CLB6* becomes essential for this role in haploid cells in the absence of *CLB5*.

Nevertheless, with a low but significant frequency, aberrant spindle position and orientation could be also observed in haploid *cdc28-4^ts^ clb5* cells, suggesting weak penetrance of the phenotype seen in *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids. To elucidate the basis for this difference, mating type was manipulated in haploid cells. Haploid *cdc28-4 clb5* cells carrying a *GAL1*:*CLB5* construct were transformed with plasmids encoding either *MAT**a*** or *MATα*, and were tested for the ability to grow on dextrose-containing medium that repressed *CLB5* expression. **a** cells carrying a *MAT**a*** containing plasmid or α cells carrying a *MATα* plasmid, could grow in the presence of dextrose. In contrast, **a**/α haploids failed to form patches after replica-plating onto dextrose-containing medium (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *A*). The viability of parental *cdc28-4* cells was not affected by either *MAT* plasmid (not shown). DAPI staining confirmed that nuclear positioning was defective in **a**/α haploids (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *B*).

Budding patterns differ in haploid and diploid cells ([@B24]). Haploids form a new bud adjacent to the previous budding site (axial pattern). In contrast, diploid mother cells can either choose to form a new bud adjacent to the previous site or at the opposite end of the cell, whereas diploid daughters bud distal to the previous birth site (bipolar pattern). Budding pattern can be altered by mutations in *BUD* genes that can render the pattern bipolar in haploids (e.g., *bud3*) or random in haploids and homozygous diploids (e.g., *bud5*). Since lethality of the *cdc28-4 clb5* cells correlated with the genotype at the *MAT* locus that controls budding pattern, the penetrance of the *cdc28-4 clb5* defect in haploids was examined in mutants that are defective in bud site selection. Haploid **a** or α *cdc28-4 clb5 bud3*Δ *GAL1*:*CLB5* cells were constructed and tested for defects in nuclear positioning. Staining of bud scars by calcofluor confirmed the change in budding pattern caused by the *bud3*Δ mutation (not shown). This strain had poor viability in dextrose medium (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *A*) and nuclear positioning defects comparable with those of **a**/α haploids (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *C*), consistent with the idea that budding pattern constitutes a factor in *cdc28-4 clb5* diploid lethality. Nevertheless, a random pattern conferred by a *bud5*Δ mutation in *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* homozygous diploids could not suppress the lethality upon shift to dextrose medium suggesting that random budding is not equivalent to an axial pattern.

Execution Point for the CLB5 Requirement
----------------------------------------

The specific role of *CLB5* in spindle positioning could reflect a temporal requirement for Clb-kinase met by the cell cycle--regulated expression of *CLB5*. Alternatively, Clb5 may have a unique specific ability to promote functions required to coordinate spindle dynamics and nuclear migration. To address this issue, the execution point for the spindle positioning defect was determined in *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* diploids. Cells were synchronized by a nocodazole block in YEPGalactose medium and released into YEPRaffinose. Paired aliquots were removed from this culture at set intervals: one to monitor cell cycle progression of the synchronous population, and the second to determine cell viability resulting from reinduction of *CLB5* in galactose-containing medium. Viability was estimated by plating cells on YEPGalactose and scoring viable microcolonies arising after 15 h (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} *B*). The time at which cells in the YEPRaffinose culture were no longer rescued by reinduction of *CLB5* corresponded to entry into S phase, as assessed by FACS analysis (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} *A*). A similar result was obtained when the experiment was performed in a synchronized population of small G1 cells obtained by elutriation (not shown). The apparent execution point corresponds to the point in the cell cycle at which Clb5-dependent kinase is normally active. However, the appearance of cells containing the nucleus positioned in the bud occurred later as cells accumulated in G2. Parental *cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5* diploids subjected to a similar protocol maintained constant viability throughout the time course (not shown).

Based on this result, it remained possible that other B-type cyclins could substitute for Clb5 if expressed ectopically at the G1/S boundary. To test this possibility, a homozygous diploid *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB2* or *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB4* strain carrying YEp24-CLB5 was constructed. After growth in rich galactose medium, the rate of spontaneous loss of the *CLB5* plasmid was determined. 100% of the viable colonies retained the *CLB5* plasmid in both cases, indicating that neither *CLB2* nor *CLB4* overexpression could replace *CLB5*. This result was further confirmed by the failure of these strains to grow on GAL-FOA plates (to apply negative selection for cells carrying the *CLB5* plasmid). In contrast, haploid *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB2* or *GAL1*:*CLB4* strains are viable both in dextrose- or galactose-containing media. It is therefore unlikely that a high dosage of *CLB5* is essential to tolerate *CLB2* or *CLB4* overexpression.

Thus, the specific role of *CLB5* under these conditions did not solely rely on the temporal pattern of *CLB5* expression, since constitutive *CLB2* or *CLB4* could not substitute for the *CLB5* requirement. Although unlikely, it nevertheless remains formally possible that Clb2 or Clb4 proteins cannot accumulate to the required level within the narrow early S-phase time window suggested by the execution point experiment.

In contrast, constitutive overexpression of *CLB6* from the inducible *GAL1* promoter was sufficient for viability of *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids (although wild-type levels of Clb6 or even moderate overexpression from a multicopy plasmid are not sufficiently high to promote the required function in combination with the *cdc28^ts^* allele, see Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that highly elevated expression of Clb6 can substitute for Clb5 indicates that these two cyclins have overlapping functional potential. To some extent, this is also the case for Clb3, which can weakly suppress the lethality of *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids from a multicopy plasmid (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *B*). Such overlap is presumably more manifest in the presence of the wild-type *CDC28*. In this case, deletion of *CLB5* is not lethal, but results in a pronounced delay of DNA replication.

Discussion {#Discussion}
==========

Clb5-dependent Kinase is Limiting for Proper Preanaphase Nuclear Positioning
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A genetic approach to reveal more specific functions of individual B-type cyclins led to the observation of a novel phenotype resulting from loss of Clb5-dependent kinase activity under conditions where the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdc28 is impaired. This strategy relied on the fact that a temperature-sensitive allele of *CDC28*, *cdc28-4*, encodes a protein that is already compromised for kinase activity at room temperature, creating a sensitized genetic environment for the loss of individual cyclins. The results presented here reveal that Clb5 under limiting kinase conditions is essential for early events of the spindle pathway that ultimately affect spindle dynamics at the G2/M boundary. Presumably, other cyclins can carry out this function when Cdc28 kinase activity is more robust (*CDC28 clb5* homozygous diploids are viable).

A *cdc28-4 clb5* homozygous diploid is inviable at room temperature as a result of lack of coordination of nuclear migration with other cell cycle events. This defect was first noticed by the failure of haploid *cdc28-4 clb5* cells to produce viable diploids upon mating, but was finally ascribed to a requirement for Clb5 in mitotically dividing diploids (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Lethality correlated with the observation that 80% of zygotes and 35% of dividing diploids positioned an undivided nucleus in the bud per cell cycle (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Restoring either *CLB5* or *CDC28* corrected nuclear movement defects. The specificity of *CLB5* was further confirmed by the fact that a sublethal dose of hydroxyurea that causes a delay in DNA replication comparable to a *clb5*Δ mutation cannot induce the phenotype. This result, however, cannot exclude that a delayed S phase in combination with the absence of Clb5 compromises coordination of the spindle pathway with the cell cycle. However, since other Clbs can reverse the S-phase defects associated with *CLB5* deletion but not the nuclear migration defect, this scenario is unlikely to be correct.

The fact that limiting Cdk activity is important for this phenotype was confirmed using a less-severe temperature-sensitive allele of *CDC28*. Homozygous *cdc28-13 clb5* diploids were viable at room temperature, but an increased frequency of nuclear migration into the bud was observed when cells were shifted to 35°C (data not shown).

Nuclear Positioning and Astral Microtubule Disfunction in cdc28-4 clb5 Cells
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nuclear migration and spindle positioning at the bud neck is a prerequisite for proper nuclear division between mother and daughter cells. Genetic analysis has demonstrated that astral microtubular function as well as a delicate balance of motor activities first contribute to spindle alignment at the bud neck and then to establish forces operating on the mitotic spindle that ensure timely elongation at the onset of anaphase ([@B16]; [@B31]; [@B45]; [@B35]; [@B15]; [@B49]; [@B4]; [@B38]; Palmer et al., 1989; [@B7]; [@B6]; [@B5]; [@B35]; [@B37]; [@B48]; [@B17]).

Genes encoding motor proteins implicated in astral microtubular function have been characterized in *S*. *cerevisiae*. Mutations in *DHC1* (dynein heavy chain; [@B9]; [@B22]), *KIP2* or *KIP3* ([@B5]) lead to failure to position the spindle at the bud neck, which translates into an increased frequency of spindle elongation within mother cells. A similar phenotype arises in mutants defective in presumptive astral microtubule attachment components such as *act5* (dynactin; [@B28]), *jnm1* ([@B25]), *num1* ([@B10]), or *kar9* ([@B26]). Another kinesin-like protein, Kar3, has been implicated in the control of astral microtubule number and length at the spindle pole body ([@B30]; [@B37]). *kar3*Δ causes a G2 delay with excessive astral microtubules emanating from the SPBs. Such delay is alleviated by microtubule depolimerizing agents.

*cdc28-4 clb5* homozygous diploids exhibited a distinct behavior not observed in any of the mutants mentioned above. Cells accumulated with nuclei fully positioned in the bud. Spindle behavior at the G2/M transition was most consistent with a defect in maintenance of functional attachment sites and/or proper astral microtubule processing towards the mother cortex. Consistent with these observations, mutations in *DHC1* or *KIP3* as well as a low dose of nocodazole (3 μg/ml) could not relieve the lethality (not shown).

In contrast to the known mutants affecting nuclear migration in which anaphase proceeds in the mother, spindles of *cdc28-4 clb5* cells once positioned in the bud rarely elongated to permit nuclear division. As shown by the execution point experiment (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), this situation is essentially lethal. The penetrance of the defect was not absolute in a single cell cycle, but accounted for the inability of cells to give observable growth on solid medium.

The data presented here cannot conclusively demonstrate a causative relationship between spindle positioning in the bud and lack of spindle elongation. It remains possible that the latter constitutes the primary defect, or that both positioning and elongation are direct consequences of the *clb5* mutation. Still, kinase inactivation in a *clb1 clb2* mutant causes arrest with a short spindle positioned at the neck, indicating that impeding spindle elongation does not necessarily lead to nuclear positioning into the bud.

It has been proposed that cortical regions at the extremities of mother and daughter cells are specialized for microtubular interactions ([@B39]; [@B4]). A prominent role has been proposed for dynactin as part of the attachment complex, which in turn interacts with cytoplasmic dynein molecules on the microtubules. To establish this interaction initially, cellular factors might partition asymmetrically to the bud cortex, a process that could accompany the polarized growth characteristic of yeast cells entering S phase. Consistent with this notion, proteins associated specifically with the mother (Num1; [@B10]) or daughter (Kar9; [@B26]) cell cortex have been described. Once established, the microtubule--cortex interactions would determine spindle movement, and perhaps be required for normal spindle elongation. The dynamic properties of these interactions, in fact, have been found to be subjected to cell cycle regulation in the mother and daughter cells ([@B4]). Interestingly, novel temperature-sensitive alleles of *MDM1*, which encode an intermediate filament-like protein required for nuclear and mitochondrial inheritance, result in nuclear migration into the bud while the original temperature-sensitive alleles behave like motor mutants at the restrictive temperature (i.e., the nucleus divides in the mother cell; [@B11]). Based on the genetic evidence, Mdm1 has been proposed to act in a scaffold-like network to position and orient cellular structures, including the spindle. Still, the possible relationship between this protein and determinants of spatial cues at the cortex remains an open question.

Several lines of evidence suggest the asymmetric nature of the spindle pathway. It is the newly synthesized spindle pole that is destined to the daughter cell ([@B47]), and insertion of the spindle into the bud involves a microtubule-based searching mechanism that is accompanied by asymmetric distribution of dynein on microtubules directed towards the bud ([@B42]). The behavior of the *cdc28-4 clb5* mutant described in this study points to the existence of cell cycle--regulated mechanisms to promote maintenance of functional astral microtubule attachments towards the mother cell cortex as well. The assignment of possible molecular targets for this function based on genetic analysis, however, is not straightforward. Single mutations leading to defective components presumed to participate in either attachment to the mother cortex (*num1*) or to impose pulling forces towards the mother (*kip2*) paradoxically prevent nuclear migration to the bud neck, and also result in an increased frequency of binucleate mother cells.

Several models to interpret the phenotype observed may be proposed. These models must accommodate the fact that the essential function performed by the Clb5-dependent kinase, to enable proper spindle positioning before anaphase, occurs in early S-phase. In a first model, Clb5-dependent kinase may participate in an essential definition of functional microtubule attachment sites as cells progress through START. This event may involve proteins associating with the cortex such as Kar9 or Num1. Definition of such sites may impact the distribution of docking molecules on the one hand, and motor proteins on the other that later in the cell cycle will be required for proper spindle and nuclear positioning. Alternatively, in the absence of strong evidence supporting the docking of motors at the cell cortex, it can be proposed that control of astral microtubule dynamics reflects the differential association of motors with the old and newly synthesized SPB during the cell cycle. The polarity of the spindle may be imparted at the time of SPB duplication and separation by cyclin-dependent kinases. In this context, the contribution of the observed cell cycle--dependent localization of dynein and Kar3p ([@B49]; [@B42]; [@B37]) to the dynamic properties of astral microtubules interacting with the mother and daughter cortex remains to be assessed. In a second model, Clb5-dependent kinase might differentially control motor activities involved in astral microtubule stability at the mother cell proximal spindle pole body, possibly in concert with other B-type cyclins regulating additional aspects of the spindle pathway. Deregulation of such activities by the combination of *cdc28-4* and *clb5* mutations (rather than loss of function of a single motor) may lead to an imbalance of forces, favoring spindle positioning in the bud. This type of model would be less consistent with the observation of an execution point in early S-phase for the defect.

Relative Penetrance of the cdc28 clb5 Defect in Haploids and Diploids
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The frequency of nuclear positioning in the bud was maximal for the first mitotic division in *cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5/ clb5* zygotes (80%), intermediate in mitotically dividing diploids (35%), and very low in *cdc28-4 clb5* haploids (0.3%). The fact that **a**/α *cdc28-4 clb5* haploids also displayed the phenotype at high frequency excluded ploidy as the reason for the difference, and prompted us to search for other features distinguishing haploids and **a**/α diploids. A *bud3* mutation increased the frequency of nuclei positioned into the bud in *cdc28-4 clb5* haploids, pointing to a strong interaction between bipolar budding pattern and the underlying defect caused by the *cdc28-4 clb5* double mutation. Little is known about the establishment of spindle polarity in axial vs. bipolar pattern, even in wild-type cells. However, the surprising finding that the relative penetrance of the defect is affected by the budding pattern indicates that spatial cues, particularly in the mother cell, may become more limiting when a change of 180° in polarity takes place. This result might also be consistent with the fact that the maximal penetrance of the phenotype was observed in the first division after mating. Under these conditions, karyogamy occurs along an axis defined by the shmoo projections of mating partners followed by the first mitotic division, generally at a perpendicular axis. This extraordinary situation may be most sensitive to a deficiency in the establishment of attachment sites at the mother cortex, while not having an impact on the microtubular functions required for karyogamy.

Specificity of Clb5 Function vs. Redundancy of B-type Cyclins
-------------------------------------------------------------

Migration of nuclei into the bud was not observed when other *CLB* deletions were combined with the *cdc28-4* allele, underscoring a specific role of the Clb5-dependent kinase in this functional context. In addition, the inability of various cyclins to suppress the lethality of *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids efficiently further indicated the uniqueness of Clb5 for this role.

Clb5-dependent kinase normally peaks as cells enter S-phase ([@B40]), and is necessary for efficient DNA replication in otherwise wild-type cells. This role can be performed by a number of B-type cyclins when expressed under control of the *GAL1* promoter. In addition, a previous genetic analysis has implicated Clb5 in spindle formation. *clb3 clb4 clb5* mutants are defective in spindle assembly, and arrest with unseparated SPBs and a 2N DNA content ([@B41]). In other words, Clb3, Clb4, and Clb5 are to some extent redundant for an essential function in the spindle pathway after SPB duplication.

The situation is somewhat different under limiting cdk conditions. A *GAL1*:*CLB2* construct can suppress the first cycle arrest in S-phase of haploid *cdc28-4 clb5* cells at the restrictive temperature. The same construct, however, could not override the requirement of Clb5 for viability of homozygous *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids. Thus, the involvement of Clb5 in the spindle pathway takes precedence in diploids over the requirement to promote DNA replication, and is ultimately responsible for the lethality observed in *cdc28-4 clb5* mutants. It follows that B-type cyclins are quite redundant in DNA replication function, while presumably Clb5 plays a more specific role in early steps of the spindle pathway, a function for which Clb2 cannot substitute.

On the other hand, the limited ability of *CLB6* to suppress the defect in *cdc28-4 clb5* cells appears to be mostly a consequence of an insufficient dosage of this cyclin. It is important to point out that multicopy *CLB6* has proven insufficient to suppress various defects associated with a *clb5* mutation, even in haploids (not shown), suggesting that these two cyclins may not play overlapping physiological roles at normal expression levels.
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cdk

:   cyclin-dependent kinase

DIC

:   differential interference contrast

SPB

:   spindle pole body

###### 

Strains Used in This Study

  Strain       Relevant genotype
  --------- -- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  MY101        *MAT**a** cdc28-4*
  MY102        *MATα cdc28-4*
  MY104        *MAT**a** cdc28-4 LEU2*
  MY105        *MATα cdc28-4 TRP1*
  MY126        *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5*::ARG4
  MY124        *MATα cdc28-4 clb5*::*ARG4*
  MY127        *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5*::ARG4 LEU2
  MY128        *MATα cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 TRP1*
  MY1010       *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 GAL1:CLB5(TRP1)/trp1*
  MY1416       *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4/clb5::ARG4 GAL1:CLB5(TRP1)/trp1*
  MY1417       *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4/clb5::ARG4 GAL1:CLB2(LEU2)/leu2 \[CLB5-URA3\]*
  MY1418       *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4/clb5::ARG4 GAL1:CLB4(LEU2)/leu2 \[CLB5-URA3\]*
  MYT101       *MAT**a** cdc28-4 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)*
  MYT102       *MATα cdc28-4 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)*
  MYT126       *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)*
  MYT124       *MATα cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)*
  MYT1010      *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 GAL:CLB5(TRP1)/trp1 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)/ura3*
  MYT1416      *MAT**a**/α cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4/clb5::ARG4 GAL1:CLB5(TRP1)/trp1 HIS3:GFP:TUB1 (URA3)/ura3*
  MY129        *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 GAL:CLB5(TRP1) \[MAT**a**-LEU2\]*
  MY130        *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 GAL:CLB5(TRP1) \[MATα-LEU2\]*
  MY131        *MATα cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 GAL:CLB5(TRP1) \[MAT**a**-LEU2\]*
  MY132        *MATα cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 GAL:CLB5(TRP1) \[MATα-LEU2\]*
  MY1263       *MAT**a** cdc28-4 clb5::ARG4 GAL:CLB5(LEU2) bud3::URA3*

![Viability of *cdc28-4 clb5* mutant diploids. (*A*) Mating assay was carried out as described in Materials and Methods. In brief, opposite mating types were mixed and, after zygote formation, cells were plated to select for viable diploid colonies or total viable cells: (*a*) ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5* × *α cdc28-4* (MY127 × MY105), dilution 1:1,000; (*b*) ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5* × *α cdc28-4 clb5* (MY127 × MY128), dilution 1:100; and (*c*) ***a*** *cdc28-4* **× *α*** *cdc28-4 clb5* (MY104 × MY128), dilution 1:1,000. Zygote formation was comparable for the three crosses. Diploid plating efficiency was normalized to total plating efficiency in each cross (not shown), and was found to be 1,000-fold decreased for *b*. (*B*) Diploid *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* patching efficiency on dextrose and suppression by multicopy plasmids. Individual transformants of strain MY1416 were patched on synthetic galactose medium and replica-plated onto YEPDextrose or YEPGalactose medium. Plates were photographed after 2 d at 23°C.](JCB9805112.f1){#F1}

![Nuclear position defect in *cdc28-4 clb5*Δ diploids. (*A*) Zygotes from a cross between **a** and α parental *cdc28-4* (MY101 × MY102; *a--c*) or mutant *cdc28-4 clb5* (MY126 × MY124*, d--f*) strains. Overlays of DIC and DAPI images are shown. Mating was followed in a filter assay by eluting and fixing aliquots for staining with DAPI. Large budded zygotes accumulated after approximately 3 h at 23°C. Representative stages for parental: G2 (*a*), early anaphase (*b*), late anaphase (*c*), or mutant nuclear migration into the bud (*d--f*) are shown. Bar, 5 μm. (*B*) Diploid *cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5* (MY1010) or *cdc28-4 clb5*Δ *GAL1*:*CLB5* cells (MY1416) were fixed and stained with DAPI after a shift from galactose to dextrose containing medium at 23°C. Overlays of DIC and DAPI images are shown. Representative stages for parental early-budded (*a*), G2 (*b*), early and late anaphase (*c--f*); or mutant nuclear migration into the bud (*g--l*) are shown. Bar, 5 μm.](JCB9805112.f2){#F2}

![Spindle positioning in *cdc28-4 clb5*Δ mutants. (*A*) Zygotes from parental or mutant crosses. Mating assays with cells expressing *GFP*:*TUB1* were performed as described for Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} except that cells were visualized without fixation. Pairs of DIC and GFP fluorescence images are shown of representative stages for *cdc28-4* cells: G2 (*a*), early anaphase (*b*), late anaphase (*c*), and *cdc28-4 clb5* short and intermediate length spindles positioned in the bud (*d--i*). Bar, 5 μm. (*B*) Diploid *cdc28-4 GAL1*:*CLB5* (MYT1010; *a--c*) or *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* (MYT1416; *d--f*) expressing *GFP*:*TUB1* after a 6-h shift from galactose to dextrose containing medium at 23°C. Representative stages are shown for parental SPB duplication and G2 spindle (*a*), G2 and midanaphase spindles (*b*), late anaphase and spindle disassembly (*c*), and mutant (*d--f*) cells. Bar, 5 μm.](JCB9805112.f3){#F3}

###### 

Cell Type Distribution of Parental and Mutant Cultures

                                   Cells with the illustrated nuclear and spindle morphology                                                                                    
  ----------------------------- -- ----------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------ -- ------------ -- ----------- -- ------------ -- ----------- -- ------------
                                   *%*                                                            *%*             *%*             *%*            *%*             *%*            *%*
  *cdc28-4/cdc28-4*                23.5 ± 2.1                                                     23.2 ± 3.0      22.0 ± 1.8      9.6 ± 3.0       0.5 ± 1.0      0              22.2 ± 1.5
  *cdc28-4/cdc28-4 clb5/clb5*       7.7 ± 2.0                                                     10.0 ± 3.5      30.7 ± 5.3      8.4 ± 2.9      34.9 ± 5.0      0.8 ± 0.3       8.1 ± 0.6

Parental and mutant strains were grown in YEPGalactose followed by a 6-h shift to YEPDextrose at 23°C. Cells were fixed and prepared for microscopy as described in Materials and Methods. The result is the average of three independent counts of 200 cells. Nuclear distribution was essentially identical in the absence of the GFP-tubulin construct.  

![Time-lapse series of spindle behavior in *cdc28-4* or *cdc28-4 clb5* diploids. Cells were grown in synthetic galactose medium followed by transfer to synthetic dextrose medium for 6 h at 23°C before mounting on the same medium for microscopy as described in Materials and Methods. Numbers correspond to the time elapsed in minutes. Representative series of the mutant (*A-- B*) and parental (*C*) strains are shown. (*A*) The cell to the right contains a spindle positioned into the bud that underwent limited elongation. The cell to the left proceeded through anaphase. Selected frames from a 40-min time lapse experiment are shown. Bar, 5 μm. (*B*) Astral microtubular defects associated with spindle positioning and anaphase progression in *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*: *CLB5* diploids. Cells improved alignment along the mother-- daughter axis, but failed to restore position at the bud neck. Astral microtubules directed towards the mother cortex lengthened and curved. By an additional 20-min period after the last time point shown, cells had not proceeded through anaphase. Selected frames from a 40-min time lapse experiment are shown. Notice that the cell on the upper right side assembled a spindle throughout the time lapse. Bar, 5 μm. (*C*) Spindle positioning in a *cdc28-4* diploid (MYT1010). Selected frames from a 20-min time lapse experiment to show parental behavior of astral microtubules and spindle positioning. Bar, 5 μm.](JCB9805112.f4){#F4}

![Spindle distribution by size and positioning in budded cells. Asynchronous parental MYT1010 (*cdc28-4 GAL1*: *CLB5*) or mutant MYT1416 (*cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5*) diploids expressing the *GFP*:*TUB1* fusion were shifted from galactose to dextrose-containing medium for 6 h before microscopy. (*A*) Distribution by size. At least 100 digitized images were captured and used for spindle measurements as described in Materials and Methods. Size intervals were as follows: \<2 μm (*black bars*), 2--3 μm (*white striped bars*), 3--5 μm (*black striped bars*) and \>5 μm (*gray bars*). Mean length and standard deviation for each size interval is indicated. (*B*) Distribution by position. At least 200 cells containing spindles shorter than 3 μm were scored by fluorescence microscopy. The proportion of cells containing the spindle in the mother cell (*white bars*), across the bud-neck (*light gray bars*), in the bud within 1 μm from the neck (*dark gray bars*), and in the bud farther than 1 μm away from the neck (*black bars*) are shown. The percentage of aligned spindles (as defined in *C*) with respect to the mother-bud axis is indicated for each position category. (*C*) Operative definition of spindle alignment. Aligned spindles were those within an angle of 35° (*broken lines*) with respect to the main mother--daughter axis (*solid line*).](JCB9805112.f5){#F5}

![Penetrance of the positioning defect in ***a*** */α cdc28-4 clb5* haploid cells. (*A*) Patching efficiency of ***a***/*α cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*: *CLB5* and ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5 bud3 GAL1*:*CLB5* haploids on galactose and dextrose media. The indicated strains were patched on galactose synthetic medium and replica-plated onto dextrose or galactose synthetic medium. (*a*) ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* \[*MATα*\], (*b*) ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* \[*MAT**a***\], (*c*) *α cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* \[*MATa*\], (*d*) *α cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* \[*MATα*\], (*e*) ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5 bud3 GAL1*:*CLB5*. Plates were photographed after 3 d at 23°C. (*B*) Nuclear staining of ***a*** */α cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*:*CLB5* haploids. Transformants were grown in galactose synthetic medium followed by a 6-h shift to dextrose synthetic medium. DIC images were overlaid onto the corresponding DAPI images. Bar, 5 μm. (*C*) Nuclear staining of ***a*** *cdc28-4 clb5 bud3 GAL1*:*CLB5* haploids. Cells were grown to early log in YEPGalactose followed by a 4-h shift to YEPDextrose. Bar, 5 μm.](JCB9805112.f6){#F6}

###### 

Induction of *GAL1*: *CLB5* before S phase rescues the *cdc28-4 clb5* diploid lethality. (*A*) *cdc28-4 clb5 GAL1*: *CLB5* diploids (MY1416) were released from a nocodazole block (YEPGalactose + 15 μg/ ml nocodazole) into YEPRaffinose. At 20-min intervals, two aliquots were removed for plating on galactose medium and cytology studies (to assess cell cycle progression in the YEPRaffinose culture). After 15 h, viability was estimated by counting the proportion of normal microcolonies emerging on YEPGalactose (*open circles*). Entry into S phase (*open squares*) was estimated from FACS analysis. At least 200 cells were scored for bud emergence (*crossed squares*) and nuclear positioning in the bud (*crossed circles*). (*B*) Viability on YEPGalactose. Arrows indicate examples of viable colonies. Microcolonies on a plate were photographed at the time of scoring.
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